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Abstract—Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) supported
by smart vehicles have revolutionized modern transportation,
offering a wide range of applications and services, such as
electronic toll collection, collision avoidance alarms, real-time
parking management, and traffic planning. However, the open
communication channels among various entities, including smart
vehicles, roadside infrastructure, and fleet management sys-
tems, introduce security and privacy vulnerabilities. To address
these concerns, we propose a novel security framework, named
blockchain-assisted lightweight authenticated key agreement se-
curity framework for smart vehicles-enabled ITS (BASF-ITS),
which ensures data protection both during transit and while
stored on cloud servers. BASF-ITS employs a combination of
efficient cryptographic primitives, including hash functions, XOR
operator, ASCON, elliptic curve cryptography, and physical
unclonable functions (PUF), to design authenticated key agree-
ment schemes. The inclusion of PUF significantly enhances the
system’s resistance to physical attacks, preventing tampering
attempts. To ensure data integrity when stored on the cloud, our
framework incorporates blockchain technology. By leveraging the
immutability and decentralization of the blockchain, BASF-ITS
effectively safeguards data at rest, providing an additional layer
of security. We rigorously analyze the security of BASF-ITS and
demonstrate its strong resistance against potential security ass
aults, making it a robust and reliable solution for smart vehicle-
enabled ITS. In a comparative analysis with contemporary
competing schemes, BASF-ITS emerges as a promising approach,
offering superior functionality traits, enhanced security features,
and reduced computation, communication, and storage costs.
Furthermore, we present a practical implementation of BASF-
ITS using blockchain technology, showcasing the computational
time versus the “transactions per block” and the “number of
mined blocks”, confirming its efficiency and viability in real-
world scenarios.
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Note to Practitioners—This article is motivated by designing
an efficient, lightweight, and anonymous blockchain-enabled
authenticated security framework that can fix the security and
privacy concerns in insecure environments for ITS applications,
such as automated road speed enforcement, collision avoidance
alarm systems, and traffic planning and management, etc.
Authenticated key agreement schemes are extensively used to
secure communications in the ITS environment. However, the
existing state-of-the-art schemes are not efficient in terms of
performance, are not resilient against potential security attacks,
and do not support anonymity, untraceability, and unlinkability.
Therefore, we propose the authenticated security framework to
secure communication among the participating entities in the
ITS environment. It utilizes efficient cryptographic primitives,
such as hash function, XOR-operator, ASCON, elliptic curve
cryptography, and PUF. It is shown that the proposed frame-
work can be deployed as a robust tool to address the ITS
security problems efficiently. Moreover, the proposed framework
is lightweight and efficient and can be easily deployed in various
ITS applications and other resource-constrained environments.
However, the participating entities, such as vehicles and roadside
units, must be PUF-enabled to deploy the proposed framework.

Index Terms—Internet of vehicles, intelligent transportation
system, authentication, key agreement, blockchain, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry
4.0 have revolutionized various industries [1]–[6], and the
concept of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has emerged as a
crucial and integral component of intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs). IoV is a distributed network that permits the
use of data produced by smart vehicles and vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) [7]. An essential purpose of the IoV is
to permit smart vehicles to communicate wirelessly in real-
time with other smart vehicles, vehicle drivers, pedestrians,
roadside units (RSUs), and network infrastructure to provide
enhanced transportation applications and services, including
but not limited to accident avoidance, traffic congestion reduc-
tion, route navigation, and infotainment [8]. Nevertheless, the
conventional IoV adheres to the traditional centralized model,
wherein a central server acts as a service provider for all
the interconnected smart vehicles and RSUs. These devices
communicate bi-directionally with the cloud. Unfortunately,
this conventional IoV approach is plagued by a single point of
vulnerability. The centralized server can also be compromised
by numerous potential security attacks, such as data tempering
and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Further, the transmitted
data can be intercepted and tempered by adversaries [9], [10].
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Blockchain technology has desirable traits of immutabil-
ity, decentralization, integrity, transparency, auditability,
anonymity, autonomy, and fault tolerance. The integration of
blockchain technology with IoV represents the crucial missing
element that has the potential to address various challenges in
the smart transportation system. By incorporating blockchain,
we can effectively tackle issues such as the heterogeneity of
IoV systems, limitations in resources for end devices, network
complexity, and security and privacy vulnerabilities [11]. Due
to its decentralized and pliable data structure, blockchain tech-
nology does not suffer from a single point of vulnerability and
is resilient to data-tempering attacks. Other characteristics of
the blockchain technology include transparency, immutability,
enhanced security, and preserving the integrity, privacy, and
confidentiality of IoV applications [12]–[14].

Smart vehicles-enabled ITS assists and provides numerous
services and applications. However, communicating entities,
such as smart vehicles, RSUs, and cloud servers (CSs) com-
municate via wireless channels. An adversary will have the
chance to intercept the transmitted messages as well as delete,
modify, or insert the messages in such a communication envi-
ronment. Moreover, the adversary can launch various potential
security attacks in this environment, including man-in-the-
middle (MitM), replay, impersonation, physical attacks, and
ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) attacks, etc. Furthermore, un-
traceability and anonymity are crucial security traits in the ITS
communication environment. The foremost defense against
security attacks lies in implementing a proficient and trust-
worthy authenticated key agreement (AKA) scheme. Using
this scheme, entities such as smart vehicles, RSUs, and CSs
can achieve mutual authentication and establish secure session
keys to facilitate their communication. In this context, the
indispensable role of blockchain technology becomes evident,
as it offers anonymity, decentralization, tamper-proof capabili-
ties, and robust protection against various information security
attacks. Hence, it is crucial to furnish a blockchain-enabled
AKA scheme for smart vehicles-assisted ITS communication.
Consequently, we introduce a novel security framework, called
blockchain-assisted lightweight authenticated key agreement
security framework for smart vehicles-enabled ITS (BASF-
ITS). This framework incorporates AKA schemes to enable
secure session key agreements between vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-RSU (V2RSU) interactions, allowing
IoV entities to transmit their data securely.

The paper’s notable contributions are outlined as follows:
1) Our proposed framework, named BASF-ITS, addresses

the critical issue of data security during transit by de-
signing AKA schemes that incorporate a combination of
efficient cryptographic primitives, including hash func-
tions, XOR operator, ASCON, elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC), and physical unclonable function (PUF). Through
a comprehensive security analysis, we have demonstrated
that our devised framework is resilient against potential
security assaults. Notably, the incorporation of the PUF
trait empowers smart vehicles and RSUs to thwart tam-
pering from physical attacks, thus, significantly enhanc-
ing the overall system security.

2) To ensure integrity and protection of the data stored

on cloud server, we have incorporated blockchain tech-
nology into our framework. By leveraging the inherent
immutability and decentralized nature of the blockchain,
our framework effectively safeguards data at rest from
tampering attempts, providing an additional layer of se-
curity.

3) The comparative analysis of BASF-ITS with its contem-
porary competing schemes reveals that BASF-ITS pro-
vides more functionality traits, supports better security,
and demands fewer computation, communication, and
storage costs.

4) We have also executed the blockchain-based implemen-
tation of BASF-ITS to measure the computational time
required for different numbers of transactions per block
and various numbers of blocks mined in the blockchain.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The litera-
ture review on the existing relevant schemes is presented in
Section II. The system model, adversary model, and essential
preliminaries are given in Section III. We present our proposed
BASF-ITS framework and the security analysis in Sections IV
and V, respectively. In Section VI, we furnish a detailed
implementation of the blockchain employed in BASF-ITS. A
rigorous comparative analysis of our proposed BASF-ITS with
the competing schemes is given in Section VII. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

This section surveys the eminent and relevant access control,
key management, and authentication schemes developed for
the ITS and other pertinent environments. To this end, the
authors in [15] offered a survey article spotlighting security
requirements and potential security assaults in the IoVs en-
vironment. Further, the authors briefly discussed network and
adversary models, the taxonomy of security protocols, tools
for comparative analysis, numerous testbeds implementations,
and various open issues and challenges associated with the
security in IoVs. Mollah et al. [16] recently presented an
extensive survey for blockchain-enabled applications in the
IoV network. The authors explored several research areas
in which blockchain is utilized in conjunction with IoVs
to realize the vision of ITS and highlighted the benefits
of blockchain-enabled IoVs applications, including security,
immutability, automation, traceability, and decentralization.

Gupta et al. [17] proposed a quantum-defended blockchain-
enabled data authentication scheme for IoVs. They utilized
lattice cryptography to prevent quantum and data forging
attacks and support data exchange, security, and credibil-
ity in addition to legitimate batch verification. Additionally,
blockchain technology is used to protect the vehicles’ public
data in order to ensure their privacy swiftly.

Roy et al. [18] proposed a scheme for the ITS environment
that utilized an extended chaotic map and access control mech-
anisms based on Chebyshev polynomials for communication
between vehicles and roadside units. The comparative analysis
demonstrated that employing these extended chaotic maps
significantly enhanced the efficiency of the access control
policy compared to baseline policies.
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Xie et al. [19] proposed a protocol enabling secure vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I), V2I handover, and V2V broadcasting
authentications across diverse scenarios. This protocol incor-
porated security measures, such as PUF and bioinformation, to
prevent attacks. Additionally, it included a dynamic anonymity
strategy to prevent tracking and an identity recovery system
for identifying malicious message senders.

Liu et al. [20] introduced the anonymous, traceable, and
revocable credential system (ATRC), leveraging blockchain
technology. ATRC, based on a versatile group signature frame-
work, addresses the need for an anonymous yet traceable and
revocable credentialing system. This innovative approach not
only ensures user anonymity but also grants individuals greater
control over managing their identities. The underlying group
signature mechanism forms the backbone of ATRC, enabling
users to navigate identity management securely within the
system.

A novel AKA scheme was developed by Azees et al. for
VANETs, as documented in their work [21]. This scheme
effectively tackles the issue of revocation for malicious entities
within the network. Notably, their proposed solution demon-
strates computational efficiency in both certificate and signa-
ture verification processes. In addition, the authors of [22] de-
vised a handover authentication scheme specifically designed
to reduce the overhead associated with the re-authentication
of vehicles. However, employing bilinear pairings operations
makes the schemes in [21] and [22] computationally expen-
sive.

The authors of [28] proposed a certificateless key agreement
protocol for blockchain-enabled ITS. However, their proposed
protocol does not support characteristics like untraceability
and anonymity and also imposes significant communication
and computational costs [23], [24]. Furthermore, a malicious
adversary can utilize power analysis attacks to extract secret
credentials stored in stolen/lost smart card or on-board unit
(OBU) [25].

Karim et al. [26] introduced a blockchain-based solution
with the goal of enhancing the security of IoV operating in
a 5G environment. Their proposed scheme utilizes ECC for
implementation. While their approach demonstrates potential,
conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the methodology,
underlying assumptions, and potential limitations is imperative
to ensure the reliability and suitability of their proposed
solution.

Xi et al. [27] presented an efficient anonymous authen-
tication approach for the IoV using zero-knowledge proof
and ECC. The main objective of their proposed scheme is
to enhance user privacy and service efficiency within the
IoV ecosystem by ensuring robust anonymity and authenticity
during vehicle authentication. To address traceability concerns,
the scheme incorporates a trusted authority for user traceability
in case of violations. Additionally, Xi et al. included a fast
reconnection procedure to minimize computation overhead,
further optimizing the system’s performance.

Vangala et al. [29] developed a certificate-based AKA
scheme for blockchain-enabled ITS. Their proposed scheme
ensures the secure transmission of accidental alerts among
IoVs entities and facilitates the transfer of essential consensus-

related information to the blockchain network. Nonetheless, it
is important to note that the scheme lacks untraceability and
anonymity features.

The author of [30] developed an efficient mutual authen-
tication and key management scheme for the Internet of
Drones (IoD) applications employing bilinear pairings, ECC,
hash functions, and symmetric key encryption. However, the
scheme is vulnerable to ESL attacks and does not support
dynamic node addition, blockchain technology, and charac-
teristics like untraceability and anonymity. Ali et al. [31]
devised a user AKA scheme for the IoD environment utilizing
a fuzzy extractor for biometric verification, a hash function,
and symmetric encryption to enhance security. However, it is
important to note that the scheme’s vulnerability to chosen
plaintext attacks raises concerns about its overall security.
Additionally, the scheme does not incorporate support for
blockchain technology, which could potentially enhance its
security and reliability

Tanveer et al. [32] devised a user authentication scheme
based on a hash function and an authenticated encryption with
associative data (AEAD) scheme. Nevertheless, the scheme
does not provide the feature of untraceability. Subsequently,
the scheme proposed in [33] cannot withstand desynchro-
nization and privileged insider attacks. The scheme proposed
in [34] lacks the session key verification and anonymity
features. The authors in [35] presented an AKA scheme based
on ECC, hash function, and AEAD, which lacks the session
key verification trait.

Wazid et al. [36] recently presented a secure framework
for ITS using a public blockchain. The created framework
guarantees secure communications between the communicat-
ing entities via AKA schemes. To ensure the integrity and
confidentiality of the ITS, they use ElGamal-type signatures,
certificates, and hashing algorithms in their proposed schemes.
However, their proposed V2V AKA scheme is inaccurate due
to the wrong computation of the certificates, which leads to the
authenticity problem and ultimately fails to establish a secure
session key between the vehicles.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly introduce the system model of the
proposed BASF-ITS framework. This section also discusses
an adversary’s capabilities and some essential preliminaries to
design BASF-ITS.

A. System model

The system model for BASF-ITS is provided in Fig. 1,
which consists of four entities: registration authority (RA),
smart vehicles, RSUs, and CSs. There are various forms of
communication, including V2V, V2RSU, and RSU2CS. Before
inclusion in the network, registering each unique entity is
the duty of RA. The RSUs are installed after loading the
secret parameters in their memory. The essential credentials
are also stored in the respective OBU of the smart vehicle
and CS to use these secret credentials for further authenti-
cation and key agreement procedures. Each smart vehicle is
connected with an RSU or another nearby smart vehicle via
cellular networks or dedicated short-range communications.
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Fig. 1: System model for the proposed BASF-ITS framework.

Additionally, RSUs can connect via wired or wireless networks
to the CS. Unfortunately, such kinds of communications
are susceptible to adversaries and are exposed to numerous
potential security attacks. The wireless channel’s openness
in vehicular networks naturally tempts attackers to undertake
various assaults. Furthermore, blockchain technology accumu-
lates the ITS environment’s data across the peer-to-peer (P2P)
CSs network (CSN). Blockchain technology offers protection
from several possible attacks, including data disclosure and
data modification assaults. This paper furnishes the details
of the AKA process for the following two cases, V2V and
V2RSU. After a successful AKA process, the communicating
entities establish a secure secret session key for future secure
communication.

B. Adversary model

For the devised BASF-ITS, we employ the widely utilized
Dolev-Yao (DY) adversary model. According to the DY model,
the communicated entities communicate across open channels,
vulnerable to eavesdropping and other potential security at-
tacks [37]. Smart vehicles and RSUs are examples of endpoint
entities that are generally not trustworthy. Consequently, the
transmitted messages may undergo modifications, drops, or
delays. Additionally, the RA, responsible for entity regis-
tration, is considered a fully trusted network entity, while
CSs are viewed as semi-trusted entities within the ITS en-
vironment. Furthermore, we adhere closely to the principles
outlined in “Canetti and Krawczyk’s (CK) adversary model,”
which possesses greater strength than the DY model and
finds applications in the key establishment, access control, and
authentication methods [38]. In the CK-adversary model, an
adversary A is equipped with all the functionalities available
in the DY model, alongside additional capabilities, including
the ability to compromise secret credentials through session-
hijacking attacks. Further, A can compromise the physical

TABLE I: Notations of the proposed BASF-ITS

Symbol Definition
A Adversary

CT,MAC
Ciphertext and authentication parameter generated by
ASCON

Eq(α, β) Elliptic curve
P Base point
⊕, ∥ XOR operation, Concatenation
RA Registration authority
(sx, Qx) A private-public key pair of an entity x
IDx, P IDx Real-identity and pseudo-identity of the entity x
PUF (·) Physical unclonable function
(Cx, Rx) Challenge-response pair of the entity x
rx Random secret of an entity x utilized in the AKA phase
h(·) Collision-resistant hash function
TSx Timestamp picked by an entity x in the AKA phase
RTx Registration timestamp of of an entity x
Vi, RSUk, CSl ith smart vehicle, kth roadside unit, lth CS
V Oi, PWV Oi

ith vehicle owner, owner’s password
rnx Random nonce used in registration phase for entity x
∆T Maximum message delay

security of stolen/captured OBU of smart vehicles by launch-
ing power analysis attacks [39]. The extracted information can
then be used by A to launch other potential security attacks,
like unauthorized session key computation and impersonation
attacks.

C. Preliminaries

The essential preliminaries employed for designing the
proposed BASF-ITS are detailed below. Table I contains the
notations utilized throughout this paper.

1) ASCON

ASCON stands as a renowned AEAD primitive, which
ensures the preservation of data integrity, confidentiality, and
authenticity, all accomplished without the use of a mes-
sage authentication code. Distinguished by its inverse-free,
single pass, and online symmetric block cipher characteris-
tics [40], ASCON’s encryption and decryption procedures can
be summed up as follows.

(CT,MAC) = EK{(AD,Nn), PT},
(PT,MAC ′) = DK{(AD,Nn), CT},

where AD,Nn, PT,CT,MAC/MAC ′, and K signify the
associative data, nonce, plaintext, ciphertext, authentication
parameters, and key, respectively. This article utilizes ASCON
as the encryption/decryption primitive to design efficient and
lightweight AKA schemes for the ITS environment.

2) Physical unclonable function

A PUF refers to a distinctive physical trait present in
electronic devices, akin to a human’s unique fingerprint. The
most precise definition of a PUF is provided in [41], which
characterizes it as “an inherent and unclonable instance-
specific feature of a physical object.” PUFs are based on two
fundamental concepts introduced in [41]: intradistance and in-
terdistance. These definitions establish the key characteristics
of PUFs, including reproducibility, identifiability, uniqueness,
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physical unclonability, and unpredictability [41], [42]. Lever-
aging these distinctive properties, PUFs find extensive utility
in identification, key generation, and authentication schemes.

Essentially, a PUF can be perceived as a function that relies
on the complex physical structure of a circuit, wherein it
maps a set of challenges to corresponding responses. The
relationship between the challenge (C) and response (R) pair
of the PUF can be represented as follows:

R = PUF (C).

IV. THE PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN-ASSISTED FRAMEWORK

This section explains our devised BASF-ITS for communi-
cating entities in the ITS environment, such as smart vehicles,
RSUs, and CSs. After executing all steps of BASF-ITS, a
secret session key is established for secure communication
between a smart vehicle and the other neighboring smart
vehicles, smart vehicle to the RSU, and RSU to the CS. The
integration of blockchain constructs our system as more decen-
tralized, reliable, and secure, which are the crucial necessities
of an ITS. Our designed BASF-ITS comprises the trailing
phases.

A. Setup phase

The RA is considered a fully trusted entity in the ITS
environment. The responsibility of RA is to furnish offline
tasks, including assigning an identity to each network entity
and selecting cryptographic parameters and primitives. The
security parameters of the RA for setting up the system are
as follows.

To begin the setup process, the RA chooses a nonsingular
elliptic curve denoted as Eq(α, β) over the Galois field GF (q).
This curve is defined by the equation y2 = x3 + αx + β
(mod q), where α and β are constants taken from the set
Zq = {0, 1, 2, · · · , q − 1}. The condition 4α3 − 27β2 ̸= 0
(mod q) must be satisfied. Next, the RA selects a base point P
belonging to the elliptic curve Eq(α, β), such that its order nP

is as large as q. In mathematical terms, this means that nP ·P =
P + P + · · ·+ P (where P is summed with itself nP times)
resulting in the “point at infinity” or the zero point denoted as
O. Additionally, the RA chooses a collision-resistant one-way
cryptographic hash function denoted as h(·). Along with this
hash function, a master secret key sRA is randomly selected
from the set Z∗

q = {1, 2, · · · , q − 1}, and the corresponding
public key QRA is calculated as the scalar multiplication of the
base point P with the secret key sRA, i.e., QRA = sRA · P .
The RA publishes {Eq(α, β), P, h(·), QRA} and keeps sRA

confidential.

B. Registration phase

Before inclusion into the ITS environment and accessing
the smart transportation services, individual network entities
like vehicles, RSUs, and CSs must complete registration with
the RA. The registration process is detailed below.

1) Vehicle registration phase

To gain access to the smart transportation application, the
vehicle owner is required to register their vehicle with RA.
The process of vehicle registration (VR) unfolds as follows:

VR-1: The registration process for a smart vehicle denoted
as Vi, begins by sending a registration request to RA along
with the vehicle’s identity, represented as IDVi

. Subsequently,
RA selects a unique challenge parameter, denoted as CVi

, and
computes a pseudo-identity PIDVi

for Vi as XVi
= h(IDVi

∥
sRA ∥ RTVi) and PIDVi = X1

Vi
⊕ X2

Vi
, where RTVi is the

registration timestamp of Vi, and X1
Vi

and X2
Vi

are two equal
chunks of 128 bits each as the size of XVi

is 256 bits. Further-
more, RA generates a private key, denoted as sVi

, specifically
for Vi. Using this private key, RA calculates the corresponding
public key, denoted as QVi , as QVi =sVi ·P . Further, RA store
the parameters {sVi , QVi , CVi , IDVi , P IDVi} in the OBU of
Vi and publishes parameter QVi

publicly.
VR-2: After storing the credentials {sVi

, QVi
, CVi

, IDVi
,

PIDVi} in the OBU of Vi, the vehicle owner picks a pass-
word PWVi . Further, Vi generates a random nonce rnVi and
calculates RVi

=PUF (CVi
), AVi

= h(IDVi
∥PWVi

∥RVi
),

and KVi
= A1

Vi
⊕ A2

Vi
. Moreover, Vi using ASCON encryp-

tion computes (CTVi
,MACVi

) = EKVi
{(AD1, Nn1), PTVi

},
where AD1=rnVi

, Nn1 = A2
Vi

and PTVi
={PIDVi

, sVi
}.

VR-3: Finally, Vi keeps the following secret credentials
{CTVi

,MACVi
, rnVi

, CVi
, PUF (·), QVi

} within its on-
board unit OBUVi

prior to deployment.
It is crucial to highlight that the vehicle owner must remem-

ber PWVi to access the smart transportation service.

Remark 1. It is important to note that the majority of AEAD
schemes use 128-bit-sized AD, nonce, and key. In this context,
KVi

is obtained by XORing two equal 128-bit chunks, A1
Vi

and
A2

Vi
, from the 256-bit-sized AVi

. As a result, KVi
has a size

of 128 bits. For our study, we utilize the ASCON algorithm,
and we will follow the aforementioned process to derive all
the required parameters compatible with the AEAD encryption
technique.

2) RSU registration phase

The RA also carries out the registration procedure of an
RSU RSUk utilizing the trailing steps:

RR-1: The process of adding an RSUk begins with an
initiation of a registration procedure by RA. During this pro-
cedure, RA selects a distinctive challenge parameter, denoted
as CRSUk

, and securely transmits it to RSUk through a secure
channel. Subsequently, RSUk computes the response param-
eter, represented as RRSUk

= PUF (CRSUk
), and securely

sends it back to RA via a secure channel.
RR-2: For RSUk, RA first chooses a private key sRSUk

and then computes the corresponding public key QRSUk

as QRSUk
= sRSUk

· P . Furthermore, RA also chooses a
unique real identity IDRSUk

and determines a pseudo-identity
PIDRSUk

of RSUk by computing XRSUk
= h(IDRSUk

∥
sRA ∥ RTRSUk

) and PIDRSUk
= X1

RSUk
⊕ X2

RSUk
, where

RTRSUk
is the registration timestamp of RSUk.

RR-3: Further, RA generates a random nonce rnRSUk

and calculates ARSUk
= h(IDRSUk

∥ RRSUk
), and

KRSUk
= A1

RSUk
⊕ A2

RSUk
. Moreover, RSUk using

ASCON encryption computes (CTRSUk
,MACRSUk

) =
EKRSUk

{(AD1, Nn2), PTRSUk
}, where AD1 = rnRSUk

,
Nn2 = A2

RSUk
, and PTRSUk

= {PIDRSUk
, sRSUk

}.
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RR-4: Finally, the RA stores the following secret
credentials {CTRSUk

,MACRSUk
, rnRSUk

, CRSUk
, PUF (·),

QRSUk
} in RSUk’s memory before its deployment and pub-

lishes the parameter QRSUk
.

3) CS registration

Prior to deploying CS CSl, the RA carries out the CS
registration (CR) process using the following steps.

CR-1: To begin the CR process for CSl, RA selects a
unique real identity IDCSl

. Subsequently, RA determines a
pseudo-identity PIDCSl

for CSl by performing the compu-
tations XCSl

= h(IDCSl
∥ sRA ∥ RTCSl

) and PIDCSl
=

X1
CSl
⊕ X2

CSl
, where RTCSl

is the registration timestamp
of CSl. Furthermore, RA chooses a private key sCSl

and
computes the corresponding public key as QCSl

= sCSl
· P .

CR-2: RA transmits the parameters {IDCSl
, PIDCSl

,
(sCSl

, QCSl
)} to CSl via a secure private channel utilizing

a shared secret key KRA,CSl
between them. Furthermore, via

a secure channel, RA also sends the registration details of the
vehicles and RSUs in a specific traffic zone to the relevant
cloud server CSl.

CR-3: Finally, after acquiring the registration cre-
dentials from RA, CSl keeps the secret parameter
{IDCSl

, P IDCSl
, (sCSl

, QCSl
), h(·), P, Eq(α, β)} in its se-

cure database and the parameter QCSl
is published.

Remark 2. It is noteworthy that CSl stores all its secret
credentials in the secure region of its memory in order to
protect it from stolen verifier attacks and other possible
potential assaults.

C. Vehicle user login phase

Upon successfully registering Vi, the vehicle user is required
to perform a login process to access the smart transportation
services running on Vi. The login procedure is outlined below.

UL-1: Vehicle user enters his/her password, denoted as
PW l

Vi
, into smart application running on Vi.

UL-2: Smart application retrieves CVi
from OBUVi

and
calculate the challenge parameter RVi

= PUF (CVi
). Subse-

quently, it calculates AVi
= h(IDVi

∥ PW l
Vi
∥ RVi

), and
KVi

= A1
Vi
⊕ A2

Vi
, ADl = rnVi

, Nnl = A2
Vi

. In addition,
by using ASCON decryption function, the plaintext PTVi

,
which is equal to PTVi

= {PIDVi
, sVi
}, and authentica-

tion parameter MACl
Vi

are retrieved as (PTVi ,MACl
Vi
) =

DKVi
{(ADl, Nnl), CTVi}. Further, Vi checks if MACl

Vi

?
=

MACVi
holds. If the verification is successful, it indicates that

the vehicle user has been logged into Vi successfully.

D. Authenticated key agreement phase

This phase presents the proposed AKA schemes for the two
different scenarios, i.e., between a vehicle Vi and an associated
cluster head (CH) Vj and between a vehicle Vj , and its related
RSUk.

1) AKA between Vehicle Vi and Vehicle Vj

The steps outlined below must be accomplished in order to
complete this task.

V2V-1: As the initiator vehicle, Vi generates a random
nonce rVi ∈ Z∗

q and then selects the current timestamp TSVi .

Next, Vi computes RBVi
= rVi

· P , RSCViVj
= rVi

· QVj
,

and BVi
= h(RSCViVj

∥ TSVi
). Furthermore, the secret

encryption key K1 is computed as B1
Vi
⊕ B2

Vi
, where B1

Vi

and B2
Vi

are derived from BVi . Moreover, by using AS-
CON encryption function, Vi computes (CT1,MAC1) =
EK1
{(B2

Vi
, B2

Vi
), (PIDVi

∥ QVi
)}. Next, Vi forwards the

message msgV V1
: {CT1,MAC1, RBVi

, TSVi
} to Vj via

open channel.
V2V-2: Vj being the responder vehicle, after obtaining

the message msgV V1
: {CT1,MAC1, RBVi

, TSVi
} at time

TS′
Vi

, first verifies the freshness of msgV V1
by checking

the condition |TSVi
− TS′

Vi
| < ∆T . If the condition is

satisfied, Vj proceeds to compute RSCVjVi = sVj · RBVi ,
BVj = h(RSCVjVi ∥ TSVi), and K ′

1=B1
Vj
⊕B2

Vj
. In addition,

by using ASCON decryption function, the plaintext {PIDVi ∥
QVi} and authentication parameter MAC2 is retrieved as
({PIDVi

∥ QVi
},MAC2) = DK′

1
{(B2

Vj
, B2

Vj
), CT1}. Next

Vj checks if MAC2
?
= MAC1 holds. If so, then it generates

TSVj and rVj . Next Vj computes SCVjVi = sVj · QVi ,
B1Vj

= h(SCVjVi
∥ TSVj

), K2 =B11Vj
⊕ B12Vj

, SKVjVi
=

h(SCVjVi
∥ PIDVi

∥ PIDVj
∥ RBVi

∥ rVj
∥ TSVi

∥ TSVj
),

DVj
= h(SKVjVi

∥ TSVi
∥ TSVj

), and SKVVj
= D1

Vj
⊕

D2
Vj

, where SKVjVi and SKVVj are the session key and
session key verifier, respectively. Moreover, by using the
ASCON encryption function, Vj computes (CT2,MAC3) =
EK2
{(B12Vj

, B12Vj
), (PIDVj

∥ SKVVj
∥ rVj

)} and then sends
the response message msgV V2

: {CT2,MAC3, TSVj
} to Vi

via open channel.
V2V-3: Upon receiving msgV V2 from Vj , Vi verifies the

freshness of the message msgV V2 by checking the condition
|TSVj

−TS′
Vj
| < ∆T . If the condition is satisfied, Vi proceeds

to compute SCViVj = sVi · QVj , B1Vi = h(SCViVj ∥
TSVj

), K ′
2 = B11Vi

⊕ B12Vi
, and ((PIDVj

∥ SKVVj
∥

rVj
),MAC4) = DK2

{(B2
Vi
, B2

Vi
), CT2}. Next, Vi checks the

condition MAC3
?
= MAC4. If it holds, then Vi computes

SKViVj
= h(SCViVj

∥ PIDVi
∥ PIDVj

∥ RBVi
∥ rVj

∥
TSVi ∥ TSVj ), DVi = h(SKViVj ∥ TSVi ∥ TSVj ), and
SKVVi =D1

Vi
⊕ D2

Vi
. Further, Vi checks SKVVj

?
= SKVVi .

If it holds, Vi stores SKViVj(=SKVjVi) as session key.
Fig. 2 presents a summary of the diverse messages ex-

changed throughout the AKA phase between two neighboring
vehicles.

2) AKA between Vehicle Vi and RSUk

The following steps outline the AKA procedure between the
CH (e.g., Vi) and RSU RSUk.

V2R-1: Vi starts the AKA process by picking a random
secret rVi

∈ Z∗
q and timestamp TSVi

. Next, it calculates
RBVi = rVi · P , RSCViRSUk

= rVi · QRSUk
, BVi =

h(RSCViRSUk
∥ TSVi), and K1 = B1

Vi
⊕ B2

Vi
. More-

over, by using ASCON encryption function, Vi computes
(CT1,MAC1) = EK1

{(B2
Vi
, B2

Vi
), (PIDVi

∥ QVi
)}. Af-

ter the computations, Vi constructs the message msgV R1
:

{CT1,MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} and sends it to RSUk via an
open channel.

V2R-2: Upon the arrival of msgV R1
at time

TS′
Vi

, RSUk checks the freshness by verifying the
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condition |TSVi
− TS′

Vi
| < ∆T ? If so, RSUk retrieves

the parameters CRSUk
and rnRSUk

, and calculates
RRSUk

= PUF (CRSUk
), ARSUk

= h(IDRSUk
∥ RRSUk

),
and KRSUk

= A1
RSUk

⊕ A2
RSUk

. In addition, by
using ASCON decryption function, the plaintext
PTRSUk

= {PIDRSUk
, sRSUk

} and authentication parameter
MACl

RSUk
is retrieved as (PTRSUk

,MACl
RSUk

) =
DKRSUk

{(rnRSUk
, A2

RSUk
), CTRSUk

}. Next, RSUk

checks if MACl
RSUk

?
= MACRSUk

holds. If so,
RSUk further computes RSCRSUkVi

= sRSUk
· RBVi

,
BRSUk

= h(RSCRSUkVi ∥ TSVi), and K ′
1 =

B1
RSUk

⊕ B2
RSUk

. Moreover, by using ASCON
decryption function, the plaintext {PIDVi

∥ QVi
}

and authentication parameter MAC2 is computed as
({PIDVi

∥ QVi
},MAC2) = DK′

1
{(B2

RSUk
, B2

RSUk
), CT1}.

Next, RSUk checks if MAC2
?
= MAC1 holds. If so, it

generates the current timestamp TSRSUk
and a random

nonce rRSUk
. Further, RSUk computes SCRSUkVi

=
sRSUk

· QVi , B1RSUk
= h(SCRSUkVi ∥ TSRSUk

),

K2 = B11RSUk
⊕ B12RSUk

, SKRSUkVi
= h(SCRSUkVi

∥
PIDVi

∥ PIDRSUk
∥ RBVi

∥ rRSUk
∥ TSVi

∥ TSRSUk
),

DRSUk
= h(SKRSUkVi

∥ TSVi
∥ TSRSUk

), and
SKVRSUk

= D1
RSUk

⊕ D2
RSUk

, where SKRSUkVi

and SKVRSUk
are the session key and session

key verifier, respectively. Moreover, by using the
ASCON encryption function, RSUk computes
(CT2,MAC3) = EK2

{(B12RSUk
, B12RSUk

), (PIDRSUk
∥

SKVRSUk
∥ rRSUk

)}, constructs the response message
msgV R2 : {CT2,MAC3, TSRSUk

}, and then sends it to Vi

via open channel.

V2R-3: After obtaining msgV R2
from RSUk, Vi checks the

freshness of the message msgV R2
by checking the condition

|TSRSUk
− TS′

RSUk
| < ∆T ? If it holds, then Vi computes

SCViRSUk
= sVi ·QRSUk

, B1Vi = h(SCViRSUk
∥ TSRSUk

),
K ′

2 = B11Vi
⊕ B12Vi

, and ((PIDRSUk
∥ SKVRSUk

∥
rRSUk

),MAC4) = DK2
{(B2

Vi
, B2

Vi
), CT2}. Next, Vi checks

the condition MAC3
?
= MAC4. If it holds, then Vi computes

SKViRSUk
= h(SCViRSUk

∥ PIDVi
∥ PIDRSUk

∥ RBVi
∥

Vehicle Vi Vehicle Vj

Known parameters:{CTVi
,MACVi

, rnVi
, CVi

, PUF (·), QVi
}

Input: IDVi
, PW l

Vi

Known parameters:{CTVj
,MACVj

, rnVj
, CVj

, PUF (·), QVj
}

Input: IDVj , PW l
Vj

Retrieve: CVi
, rnVi

;
Compute: RVi

= PUF (CVi
), AVi

= h(IDVi
∥ PW l

Vi
∥ RVi

),
KVi

=A1
Vi
⊕A2

Vi
, ADl = rnVi

, Nnl = A2
Vi
,

(PTVi ,MACl
Vi
) = DKVi

{(ADl, Nnl), CTVi};
Check if MACl

Vi

?
= MACVi holds:

Vehicle driver is successfully login.
PTVi

= {PIDVi
, sVi
};

Retrieve: CVj
, rnVj

;
Compute: RVj = PUF (CVj ), AVj = h(IDVj ∥ PW l

Vj
∥ RVj ),

KVj =A1
Vj
⊕A2

Vj
, ADl = rnVj , Nnl = A2

Vj
,

(PTVj
,MACl

Vj
) = DKVj

{(ADl, Nnl), CTVj
};

Check if MACl
Vj

?
= MACVj holds:

Vehicle driver is successfully login.
PTVj

= {PIDVj
, sVj
};

Mutual authentication and key agreement scheme

Pick: random nonce rVi
;

Select: current timestamp TSVi ;
Calculate: RBVi = rVi · P , RSCViVj = rVi ·QVj ,
BVi

= h(RSCViVj
∥ TSVi

), K1=B1
Vi
⊕B2

Vi
,

(CT1,MAC1) = EK1
{(B2

Vi
, B2

Vi
), (PIDVi

∥ QVi
)}

msgV V1
:{CT1,MAC1,RBVi

,TSVi
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(Vi → Vj )

.

Check if |TSVi
− TS′

Vi
| < ∆T ?

Compute: RSCVjVi = sVj ·RBVi ,
BVj = h(RSCVjVi ∥ TSVi), K

′
1=B1

Vj
⊕B2

Vj
,

({PIDVi
∥ QVi

},MAC2) = DK′
1
{(B2

Vj
, B2

Vj
), CT1}

Check if MAC2
?
= MAC1 holds; If so, generate: TSVj

and Rb;
Compute: SCVjVi

= sVj
·QVi

,
B1Vj

= h(SCVjVi
∥ TSVj

), K2=B11Vj
⊕B12Vj

,
SKVjVi

= h(SCVjVi
∥ PIDVi

∥ PIDVj
∥ RBVi

∥ Rb ∥ TSVi
∥

TSVj
),

DVj =h(SKVjVi ∥TSVi ∥ TSVj ),
SKVVj =D1

Vj
⊕D2

Vj
,

(CT2,MAC3) = EK2
{(B12Vj

, B12Vj
), (PIDVj

∥ SKVVj
∥ Rb)}

msgV V2
:{CT2,MAC3,TSVj

}
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(Vj → Vi)
.

Check if |TSVj − TS′
Vj
| < ∆T ? If so,

Compute: SCViVj
= sVi

·QVj
,

B1Vi
= h(SCViVj

∥ TSVj
), K ′

2=B11Vi
⊕B12Vi

,
((PIDVj

∥ SKVVj
∥ Rb),MAC4) = DK2

{(B2
Vi
, B2

Vi
), CT2},

Check if MAC3
?
= MAC4 holds; compute SKViVj

= h(SCViVj
∥

PIDVi ∥PIDVj ∥RBVi ∥Rb ∥ TSVi ∥ TSVj ),
DVi =h(SKViVj ∥TSVi ∥ TSVj ),
SKVVi

=D1
Vi
⊕D2

Vi
,

Check if SKVVj

?
= SKVVi

hold;
Store SKViVj

(=SKVjVi
) as SK.

SKViVj(=SKVjVi) = h((sVi · sVj · P )∥PIDVi ∥PIDVj ∥(rVi · P )∥rVj ∥ TSVi ∥ TSVj )

Fig. 2: Summary of the AKA phase between two neighboring vehicles Vi and Vj .
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rRSUk
∥ TSVi

∥ TSRSUk
), DVi

= h(SKViRSUk
∥ TSVi

∥
TSRSUk

), and SKVVi = D1
Vi
⊕ D2

Vi
. Further, Vi checks

SKVRSUk

?
= SKVVi . If it holds, Vi stores SKViRSUk

(=
SKRSUkVi

) as session key.
Fig. 3 presents a summary of the diverse messages ex-

changed throughout the AKA phase between the CH (Vi) and
RSU RSUj .

Remark 3. It is worth mentioning that communicating en-
tities, such as RSUk and CSl, are resource-rich devices
deployed in the ITS environment. As a result, they can utilize
their “ECC-based private-public key pair” for secure commu-
nication.

E. Dynamic node addition phase

In order to incorporate a new vehicle V n
i into the ITS

environment, RA carries out the following essential steps.
DNAP1: To register a new vehicle, say V n

i , the registration
process begins by sending a request to the RA, along with the
identity IDV n

i
of V n

i . Subsequently, RA chooses a unique
challenge parameter CV n

i
and computes a pseudo-identity

PIDV n
i

for V n
i by computing XV n

i
= h(IDV n

i
∥ sRA ∥

RTV n
i
) and PIDV n

i
= X1

V n
i
⊕X2

V n
i

, where RTV n
i

is the regis-

tration timestamp of V n
i . Furthermore, RA generates a private

key, sV n
i

, for the vehicle V n
i . Subsequently, the corresponding

public key, QV n
i

, is computed as QV n
i
= sV n

i
·P . Further, RA

store the parameters {sV n
i
, QV n

i
, CV n

i
, IDV n

i
, P IDV n

i
} in the

OBU of V n
i and publishes the parameter QV n

i
publicly.

DNAP2: Next, the vehicle owner picks a password PWV n
i

.
Further, V n

i generates a random nonce rnV n
i

and calculates
RV n

i
= PUF (CV n

i
), AV n

i
= h(IDV n

i
∥ PWV n

i
∥ RV n

i
), and

KV n
i
= A1

V n
i
⊕A2

V n
i

. Moreover, V n
i using ASCON encryption

computes (CTV n
i
,MACV n

i
) = EKV n

i
{(AD1, Nn1), PTV n

i
},

where AD1 = rnV n
i

, Nn1 = A2
V n
i

, and PTV n
i

= {PIDV n
i

,
sV n

i
}.

DNAP3: Finally, the vehicle V n
i maintains the following

secret credentials in its on-board unit (OBUV n
i

) before de-
ployment: {CTV n

i
,MACV n

i
, rnV n

i
, CV n

i
, PUF (·), QV n

i
}.

Likewise, a new RSU RSUn
k and CS CSn

l can be registered
in the ITS environment through the RA, as outlined in
Subsection IV-B2 (RSU registration) and Subsection IV-B3
(CS registration), respectively, prior to their deployment.

Vehicle Vi Roadside Unit RSUk

{CTVi ,MACVi , rnVi , CVi , PUF (·), QVi} {CTRSUk
,MACRSUk

, rnRSUk
, IDRSUk

, CRSUk
, PUF (·), QRSUk

}

Pick: random nonce rVi
;

Select: current timestamp TSVi ;
Calculate: RBVi = rVi · P , RSCViRSUk

= rVi ·QRSUk
,

BVi
= h(RSCViRSUk

∥ TSVi
), K1=B1

Vi
⊕B2

Vi
,

(CT1,MAC1) = EK1
{(B2

Vi
, B2

Vi
), (PIDVi

∥ QVi
)}

msgV R1
:{CT1,MAC1,RBVi

,TSVi
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(Vi → RSUk)

.

Check if |TSVi − TS′
Vi
| < ∆T ?

Retrieve: CRSUk
, rnRSUk

;
Compute: RRSUk

= PUF (CRSUk
),

ARSUk
= h(IDRSUk

∥ RRSUk
),

KRSUk
=A1

RSUk
⊕A2

RSUk
, ADl = rnRSUk

, Nnl = A2
RSUk

,
(PTRSUk

,MACl
RSUk

) = DKRSUk
{(ADl, Nnl), CTRSUk

};
Check if MACl

RSUk

?
= MACRSUk

holds; if so
PTRSUk

= {PIDRSUk
, sRSUk

};
Compute: RSCRSUkVi = sRSUk

·RBVi ,
BRSUk

= h(RSCRSUkVi ∥ TSVi), K
′
1=B1

RSUk
⊕B2

RSUk
,

({PIDVi
∥ QVi

},MAC2) = DK′
1
{(B2

RSUk
, B2

RSUk
), CT1}

Check if MAC2
?
= MAC1 holds; If so,

generate: TSRSUk
and rRSUk

;
Compute: SCRSUkVi

= sRSUk
·QVi

,
B1RSUk

= h(SCRSUkVi
∥ TSRSUk

), K2=B11RSUk
⊕B12RSUk

,
SKRSUkVi

= h(SCRSUkVi
∥ PIDVi

∥ PIDRSUk
∥RBVi

∥ rRSUk
∥

TSVi ∥ TSRSUk
),

DRSUk
=h(SKRSUkVi ∥TSVi ∥ TSRSUk

),
SKVRSUk

= D1
RSUk

⊕ D2
RSUk

, (CT2,MAC3) =
EK2
{(B12RSUk

, B12RSUk
), (PIDRSUk

∥ SKVRSUk
∥ rRSUk

)}
msgV R2

:{CT2,MAC3,TSRSUk
}

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(RSUk → Vi)

.

Check if |TSRSUk
− TS′

RSUk
| < ∆T ? If so,

Compute: SCViRSUk
= sVi

· QRSUk
, B1Vi

= h(SCViRSUk
∥

TSRSUk
), K ′

2 = B11Vi
⊕ B12Vi

, ((PIDRSUk
∥ SKVRSUk

∥
rRSUk

),MAC4) = DK2
{(B2

Vi
, B2

Vi
), CT2}, Check if MAC3

?
=

MAC4 holds; compute SKViRSUk
= h(SCViRSUk

∥ PIDVi ∥
PIDRSUk

∥ RBVi ∥ rRSUk
∥ TSVi ∥ TSRSUk

), DVi =
h(SKViRSUk

∥ TSVi
∥ TSRSUk

), SKVVi
= D1

Vi
⊕ D2

Vi
, Check

if SKVRSUk

?
= SKVVi

hold;
Store SKViRSUk

(=SKRSUkVi
) as SK.

SKVi,RSUk
(= SKRSUk,Vi) = h((sVi · sRSUk

· P )∥PIDVi ∥PIDRSUk
∥(rVi · P )∥rRSUk

∥ TSVi ∥ TSRSUk
).

Fig. 3: Summary of the AKA phase between vehicle Vi and RSU RSUk.
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F. Password reset phase

Vehicle owner V Oi can change or reset his/her password
for security reasons. To do this, V Oi must execute the smart
application running on his/her smart vehicle (for instance, Vi).
The following essential steps are then performed as part of the
password change/reset procedure.

PR-1: The smart application displays a prompt requesting
V Oi to input their password. Subsequently, V Oi enters the
password PW l

Vi
.

PR-2: Smart application retrieves CVi
from OBUVi

and
calculates the response parameter as RVi

= PUF (CVi
).

Additionally, it calculates AVi
= h(IDVi

∥ PW l
Vi
∥ RVi

),
and KVi

=A1
Vi
⊕A2

Vi
, ADl = rnVi

, Nnl = A2
Vi

. In addition,
by using ASCON decryption function, the plaintext PTVi

,
which is equal to PTVi

= {PIDVi
, sVi
}, and authentica-

tion parameter MACl
Vi

are retrieved as (PTVi ,MACl
Vi
) =

DKVi
{(ADl, Nnl), CTVi}. Further, Vi checks MACl

Vi

?
=

MACVi
. If so, the vehicle user is successfully logged into

Vi. Now V Oi can change/reset the password.
PR-3: V Oi inputs the new password PWnew

Vi
into the

smart application. Further, the smart application and the cor-
responding OBUVi calculate Anew

Vi
= h(IDVi ∥ PWnew

Vi
∥

RVi
), Knew

Vi
= Anew1

Vi
⊕ Anew2

Vi
, AD = rnVi

, and
Nn = Anew2

Vi
. Moreover, using ASCON encryption, OBUVi

computes (CTnew
Vi

,MACnew
Vi

) = EKnew
Vi
{(AD,Nn), PTVi},

where PTVi = {PIDVi , sVi}.
PR-4: Finally, smart application keeps the updated param-

eters {CTnew
Vi

,MACnew
Vi

, rnVi
, CVi

, PUF (·), QVi
} in the

OBUVi
of Vi.

G. Block creation, verification and addition phase

This subsection provides a comprehensive overview of
the block construction, verification, and addition procedure
employed within the designed framework. In this phase, the
process of securely sending data as a transaction to the CSN
via an RSU is initiated. Transactions are generated when
vehicles exchange information related to various events, such
as traffic conditions, hazardous road conditions, or any other
relevant data.

Upon generation, these transactions are propagated to the
CSN through the RSUs, where they are collected in the
transactions pool. The transactions pool serves as a temporary
repository, allowing peer CSs within the network to access and
validate the incoming transactions. Each CS actively maintains
and updates its copy of the transactions pool to ensure that the
most recent data is available for processing.

To achieve consensus and guarantee the security and re-
liability of the blockchain, the framework elects a leader in
a round-robin fashion from among the peer CSs when the
transactions pool reaches a certain limit. The leader plays a
crucial role in the block creation process. Once chosen, the
leader constructs a block by aggregating a set of validated
transactions from the transactions pool. The block includes the
transactions, a reference to the previous block, a timestamp,
and other necessary metadata, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

To validate the proposed block and achieve consensus,
the leader employs the “Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Block Header
Block version BV
Last hash PHash
Merkle root hash MRHash
Timestamp TS
Proposer ID ID of CSx

Proposer’s public key PBCSx

Data (Encrypted Transactions)
List of encrypted transactions {(Txi)|i = 1, 2, · · · , nt)}
Current block hash CHash
Signature on CHash ECDSA.Sign(CHash)

Fig. 4: Block Blockm Composition.

(PBFT)” consensus process [43]. PBFT is a well-established
voting-based consensus algorithm known for its ability to
tolerate up to a certain number of malicious actors (Byzantine
faults) within the network. The PBFT process involves a series
of message exchanges among the leader and follower CSs to
reach a consensus on the acceptance of the proposed block.

After the PBFT process achieves consensus successfully, the
newly formed block becomes valid and is eligible for incorpo-
ration into the blockchain. The designated leader triggers the
transmission of a commit message to the follower nodes, in-
dicating that the block has been approved and can be included
in their individual blockchains. Upon receiving the commit
message, the follower nodes verify the block’s integrity and
add it to their local copies of the blockchain. To maintain
network-wide consistency, the followers then broadcast the
commit messages to the entire network, informing all nodes
of the block’s inclusion.

The block addition process, underpinned by the PBFT
consensus mechanism, guarantees the immutability and tamper
resistance of the blockchain. This robust approach ensures
that the data exchanged among vehicles is reliably stored and
becomes an integral part of the transparent and permanent
ledger maintained by the CSN. Moreover, the voting-based
consensus enhances the security of the system, making it
resilient against potential malicious attacks and ensuring the
overall stability and trustworthiness of the blockchain-based
vehicular network environment.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED BASF-ITS

This section presents a comprehensive security analysis
revealing the robustness of BASF-ITS against numerous po-
tential cyber security assaults.

1) Replay attack

In BASF-ITS, we address the issue of replay attacks to
ensure the security of communications between different enti-
ties. During the AKA phase between neighboring vehicles,
denoted as Vi and Vj (as discussed in Section IV-D1),
the messages msgV V1 : {CT1, MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} and
msgV V2

: {CT2,MAC3, TSVj
} are exchanged over inse-

cure channels. Likewise, during the AKA phase between
the CH and its associated RSU, denoted as Vi and RSUk

(as described in Section IV-D2), the messages msgV R1 :
{CT1,MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} and msgV R2 : {CT2,MAC3,
TSRSUk

} are communicated over public channels. To prevent
replay attacks in BASF-ITS, we employ random numbers
and current timestamps to construct the AKA messages. This
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ensures that the messages exchanged are fresh and have not
been captured and re-transmitted by an adversary. When an
adversary, denoted as A, attempts to replay old messages,
they are easily detected at the receiving end. This is because
the BASF-ITS implementation verifies the freshness of the
received messages, making it inherently resistant to replay
attacks.

2) MitM attack

In BASF-ITS, we have implemented measures to ensure
the resilience of our framework against MitM attacks. MitM
attacks involve an adversary, referred to as A, attempting to
disrupt the communication channel between vehicles, partic-
ularly between Vi and Vj . To execute the MitM attack, A

aims to eavesdrop on the AKA request message msgV V1

exchanged over the insecure channel and then alter it to mas-
querade as a legitimate vehicle within the network. However,
our framework’s design makes it computationally challenging
for A to achieve success due to the following factors: i)
selecting the correct timestamp and random nonce, and ii)
the need for secret key sVi . Similarly, A cannot construct
the acknowledgment AKA message msgV V2

. Therefore, these
inherent complexities and dependencies on secret keys and
parameters render the MitM attack computationally difficult
for A to execute successfully.

3) Anonymity and untraceability preservation

The anonymity of the vehicle is a crucial security trait of
an AKA scheme as it serves two goals. The first goal is to
ensure that the vehicle’s privacy is protected, which means that
the adversary cannot determine the vehicle’s real identity. The
second goal is to ensure that the vehicle is untraceable, which
means that A cannot correlate two AKA sessions carried
out by the same vehicle. In BASF-ITS, A cannot determine
the vehicle’s real identity based on the transmitted messages
during the V2V AKA phase. To acquire the vehicle’s real
identity, A must know the secret credentials, i.e., private
keys of the vehicles and random nonces. However, it is
computationally hard in polynomial time for A to obtain the
identities of the vehicles. Therefore, BASF-ITS guarantees the
anonymity trait. Moreover, the exchanged messages during the
V2V AKA phase, i.e., msgV V1

: {CT1,MAC1, RBVi
, TSVi

}
and msgV V2{CT2,MAC3, TSVj} are generated using cur-
rent timestamps and random numbers for every new AKA
session. Thus, msgV V1

and msgV V2
are unique for each

session, making it challenging for A to link the intercepted
messages from different AKA sessions. Consequently, A faces
significant difficulty in tracing vehicles during the V2V AKA
phase of BASF-ITS. Therefore, BASF-ITS also preserves the
untraceability trait. Similarly, the AKA scheme of BASF-
ITS between a vehicle and its associated RSU also ensures
anonymity and untraceability traits.

4) Resilience against vehicle capture attack

If adversary A gets a lost or stolen vehicle, it can extract the
parameters {CTVi ,MACVi , rnVi , CVi , PUF (·), QVi} stored
in OBU of the vehicle by executing power analysis attacks.
From the extracted parameters, yet, A cannot acquire se-
cret credentials, like PIDVi

and sVi
. To obtain these secret

credentials, A requires to compute RVi = PUF (CVi),
AVi

= h(IDVi
∥ PW l

Vi
∥ RVi

), KVi
= A1

Vi
⊕ A2

Vi
,

ADl = rnVi Nnl = A2
Vi

, and (PTVi ,MACl
Vi
) =

DKVi
{(ADl, Nnl), CTVi

}. Nonetheless, for these computa-
tions to be performed, A necessitates the secret parameter
PWVi , which remains exclusive to the vehicle owner. As
a result, our BASF-ITS exhibits robustness against vehicle
capture attacks.

5) ESL attack

In BASF-ITS, secure communication between vehicles and
associated RSUs is established through the use of shared
session keys. In this context, we consider the ESL attack, and
the measures taken to ensure the security of the session keys.
During the AKA phase between vehicles Vi and Vj , a secret
shared session key SKVjVi is derived. This key is computed
as follows: SKViVj(=SKVjVi) = h((sVi · sVj · P )∥PIDVi ∥
PIDVj

∥ (rVi
· QVj

) ∥ rVj
∥ TSVi

∥ TSVj
). Similarly, during

the AKA phase between the CH Vi and the associated RSU
RSUk, another secret shared session key SKVi,RSUk

is cre-
ated for secure communication. The computation for this key
is given as: SKVi,RSUk

(= SKRSUk,Vi) = h((sVi ·sRSUk
·P )∥

PIDVi ∥ PIDRSUk
∥ (rVi · P ) ∥ rRSUk

∥ TSVi ∥ TSRSUk
).

To protect against the ESL attack, the CK-adversary model is
employed, as described in Subsection III-B. In this model, an
adversary A may have access to short-term secrets, such as
rVi , rVj , TSVi , and TSVj . However, to produce the session
key, the adversary also requires knowledge of the long-term
secrets, specifically sVi

and sVj
for the participating vehicles.

Obtaining these long-term secrets poses a computationally
hard challenge for the adversary, ensuring the security of the
session key. The same level of security is maintained for the
session key between CH Vi and associated RSU RSUk since
the adversary would need the long-term secrets sVi and sRSUk

to compromise the session key. However, the distinctness and
randomness of each session key prevent the exposure of past
and future session keys even if the current one is compromised.
The protection of both backward and forward secrecy, along
with the security of the session keys, allows BASF-ITS to
effectively defend against the ESL attack. This resilience
ensures the integrity and confidentiality of communications
within the ITS environment.

6) DoS attack

The vehicle driver enters his/her password into the smart
application running on the vehicle (for instance, Vi) at the
time of the user login phase. The smart application then
computes RVi

= PUF (CVi
), AVi

= h(IDVi
∥ PW l

Vi
∥

RVi
), KVi

= A1
Vi
⊕ A2

Vi
, ADl = rnVi

, Nnl = A2
Vi

and
(PTVi ,MACl

Vi
) = DKVi

{(ADl, Nnl), CTVi}. Next, OBUVi

verifies the condition MACl
Vi

?
= MACVi . If the condition

becomes valid, the vehicle driver can accomplish future tasks.
The login operation in BASF-ITS is solely processed on the
Vi side without involving other entities like vehicles or RSUs.
This characteristic ensures its resilience against DoS attacks.
Additionally, as the login process doesn’t consume additional
bandwidth from other ITS components, potential attackers are
unable to overwhelm the system, guaranteeing uninterrupted
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access for authorized users. BASF-ITS remains robust against
DoS attacks, ensuring smooth functioning and availability for
legitimate users.

7) Impersonation attacks

Suppose an adversary A behaves as a legitimate vehicle
(for instance, Vi) to the neighbor vehicle Vj . In such cir-
cumstances, A may then try to construct a legitimate AKA
request message msgV V1 : {CT1,MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} to
impersonate Vi. A can begin by selecting a timestamp TS∗

Vi

and a random secret r∗Vi
to achieve this goal. Subsequently,

A may attempt to compute RBVi
= r∗Vi

· P , RSCViVj
=

r∗Vi
· QVj

, BVi
= h(RSCViVj

∥ TS∗
Vi
), K1 = B1

Vi
⊕ B2

Vi
,

and (CT1,MAC1) = EK1{(B2
Vi
, B2

Vi
), (PIDVi ∥ QVi)} and

then construct msgV V1 . Nonetheless, in order to generate a
valid and authentic message, A needs access to the random
secret rVi

, which is exclusive to the genuine vehicle Vi. As
a result, A cannot successfully impersonate Vi. Similarly, A
is unable to impersonate an RSU since it lacks the necessary
long-term secrets. Therefore, BASF-ITS effectively withstands
impersonation attacks, ensuring the security and authenticity
of V2V and V2RSU communications.

VI. BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATION

This section briefly explains how blockchain is implemented
within the proposed BASF-ITS framework by creating a
virtual distributed system with the aid of Node.js scripts. The
scripts were developed using Visual Studio Code (version
1.60) integrated development environment and with the fol-
lowing system configuration: “Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, with 8 GiB
memory, Intel® Core TM i7-6700, CPU @ 3.4 GHz, and 64-bit
OS type.”

In this study, we make several key assumptions about the
CSN and its block structure. First, we assume the existence of
13 cloud servers within the CSN, forming a fully connected
structure. The block structure is depicted in Fig. 4, and it
serves as the basis for our analysis. Moreover, to determine
the block size, we consider various components and their
respective bit sizes: block version (32 bits), previous block
hash (256 bits), merkle tree root (256 bits), proposer identity
(160 bits), public key of the proposer (320 bits), timestamp (32
bits), block payload (640·nt bits, where nt denotes the number
of stored transactions per block), current block hash (SHA-
256, 256 bits), and “elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA)” signature (320 bits). Furthermore, each transaction
is encrypted using ECC encryption, resulting in two elliptic
curve points that collectively demand 640 bits. Considering all
these factors, the total size of a block becomes 1632 + 640·nt

bits. For the simulation, we utilize a voting-based PBFT
consensus algorithm. The simulation encompasses two distinct
cases, each of which will be thoroughly explored and analyzed
in our research.

Case 1: This scenario involves the pragmatic study of
the proposed BASF-ITS, where we analyze a fixed number
of transactions (35 per block) while varying the number of
mined blocks in the blockchain at different times. Fig. 5
illustrates the relationship between the overall computing time

Fig. 5: Findings from the blockchain simulation: Case 1.

Fig. 6: Findings from the blockchain simulation: Case 2.

(in seconds) and the number of mined blocks, showcasing a
linear correlation.

Case 2: For this scenario, we establish a constant number
of mined blocks at 25 for each chain. The simulation results,
presented in Fig. 6, reveal that the overall computational time
(in seconds) exhibits a linear correlation with the number of
transactions stored in a block, with the chain length fixed.

Remark 4. In our pragmatic study, we have explored two
types of computational times: Case 1: We measured the com-
putational time required for mining a varied number of blocks
(20, 30, 40, 50, and 60) into the blockchain. Each block in this
case contains a fixed number of transactions (35). Case 2: We
assessed the computational time needed for mining a fixed
number of blocks (25) into the blockchain. However, in this
scenario, each block contains a varied number of transactions
(20, 40, 60, 80, and 100). To estimate the computational time
in both cases, we considered the summation of the following
factors according to the PBFT consensus algorithm: (i) the
time required to establish a socket connection between two
P2P server nodes. (ii) the time spent on generating and broad-
casting different types of messages (e.g., “TRANSACTION,”
“PREPARE,” “PRE-PREPARE,” “COMMIT,” and “ROUND
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TABLE II: Execution time of cryptography operations

Operation Scenario 1: Raspberry PI-3 (ms) Scenario 2: Server (ms)

Tas 0.370 0.0351

Tbpo 8.123 4.42

Teca 0.124 0.006

Tecm 2.850 0.780

Tfe ≈ Tecm 2.850 0.780

Tma 0.010 0.001

Texp 1.42 0.042

Tmul 0.011 0.002

Tmtp 0.385 0.114

Tpuf 0.59 µs -

Th 0.345 0.039

Tse/Tsd 0.391 0.02

CHANGE”). (iii) the time needed to build the transaction
pool, wallet (private and public key generation), prepare pool,
block pool, commit pool, and messages pool. and (iv) the time
required to add the message and the block to the appropriate
message pool and block pool, as well as to append new blocks
into the blockchain. Although the experimental blockchain
simulations in this article were carried out using “Python”
and “Node.js” programming languages, yet a system having
high computational capabilities may reduce computation time.
Moreover, the simulation did not consider the P2P network’s
link delay, byzantine ratio, or other network traits. Our future
work will seek to consider these parameters.

VII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This section provides a comprehensive comparative anal-
ysis of BASF-ITS with the schemes proposed by Chat-
taraj et al. [28], Vangala et al. [29], Ever [30], Ali et al. [31],
and Wazid et al. [36]. Our evaluation encompasses various
aspects, including security and functionality features, as well
as computational, communication, and storage costs during the
AKA phase. These evaluation metrics are fundamental in de-
termining the efficiency and scalability of our proposed BASF-
ITS scheme, offering valuable insights into the computational

complexity, data exchange, and storage space requirements
involved in the AKA processes. Notably, we exclude the
overheads related to registration and password reset proce-
dures from this analysis, given their infrequent occurrence. To
facilitate a deeper understanding of the comparison, we present
our findings in detail within the subsequent subsections.

A. Computation cost

This paper considers the experimental results reported in
[44] and [45] for numerous cryptographic primitives and
operations to calculate the computational cost of BASF-ITS
and other competing schemes. The execution times on different
platforms for numerous cryptographic primitives are given in
Table II. We denote Tas, Tbpo, Teca, Tecm, Tfe ≈ Tecm, Tma,
Texp, Tmul, Tmtp, Tpuf , Th, and Tse/Tsd as the time required
for ASCON, bilinear pairing, ECC point addition, ECC point
multiplication, fuzzy extractor function, modular addition,
modular exponentiation, modular multiplication, map-to-point,
PUF (·), SHA-256 hash function, and symmetric encryption
or decryption, respectively. Moreover, we discard the time
required to calculate bitwise XOR operation as it is negligible.
Further, in Table II, Scenario-1 is considered for resource-
limited devices, i.e., IoT sensors, sensing devices, etc., utiliz-
ing the setting: “Raspberry PI-3 (R-PI3), Ubuntu 16.04 LTS,
OS 64- bits, 1.2 GHz Quad-core processor, and RAM 1 GiB”.
Conversely, Scenario-2 is considered for resource-high de-
vices, i.e., RSUs, gateway nodes, servers, etc., utilizing the
setting: “Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, with 8 GiB memory, Intel® Core
TM i7-6700, CPU @ 3.4 GHz, and 64-bit OS type.”.

For our proposed BASF-ITS, in V2CH case, a smart vehicle
Vi and its associated CH Vj demand the computational costs
of 2Tas+3Tecm+4Th and 2Tas+2Tecm+4Th, respectively.
Therefore, the total computational cost for V2CH case is
4Tas + 5Tecm + 8Th ≈ 18.49ms. Similarly, for the CH2RSU
case, the CH Vj and its associated RSU RSUj demand the
computational costs of 2Tas + 3Tecm + 4Th ≈ 10.67ms
and 3Tas + 2Tecm + 5Th + Tpuf ≈ 1.8603ms, respectively.
Hence, the total computational cost of CH2RSU case demands
5Tas + 5Tecm + 9Th + Tpuf ≈ 12.5303ms. The computation
costs of BASF-ITS (V2CH and CH2RSU) and other com-
peting schemes are compared and summarized in Table III,
demonstrating that BASF-ITS requires less computation costs

TABLE III: Comparison of computation cost of BASF-ITS and comparable schemes

Scheme OBU/Vehicle/CH RSU/Server/CS
Chattaraj et al. [28] (V2CH) 2(Teca + 4Th + 5Tecm) ≈ 31.508 ms —
Chattaraj et al. [28] (CH2RSU) 5Th + 5Tecm + Teca ≈ 16.099 ms 3Th + 5Tecm + Teca ≈ 4.023 ms
Chattaraj et al. [28] (RSU2CS) — 2(Tpoly + 6Th) ≈ 6.468 ms
Vangala et al. [29] (V2CH) 2(5Th + 2Teca + 6Tecm) ≈ 38.146 ms —
Vangala et al. [29] (CH2RSU) 7Th + 2Teca + 6Tecm ≈ 19.763 ms 8Th + 2Teca + 6Tecm ≈ 5.004 ms
Ever [30] 2Tbpo + 9Th + 3Tecm + 2Tmtp ≈ 28.671 ms 3Tbpo + 6Th + 3Tecm + 2Tmtp ≈ 16.062 ms
Ali et al. [31] Tse + 18Th + Tfe ≈ 9.451 ms 3Tse/Tsd + 7Th ≈ 0.333 ms
Wazid et al. [36] (V2CH) 11Tecm + 18Th ≈ 37.56 ms —
Wazid et al. [36] (CH2RSU) 5Tecm + 8Th ≈ 17.01 ms 5Tecm + 7Th ≈ 4.173 ms
BASF-ITS (V2CH) 5Tecm + 8Th + 4Tas ≈ 18.49 ms —
BASF-ITS (CH2RSU) 3Tecm + 4Th + 2Tas ≈ 10.67 ms 2Tecm + 5Th + 3Tas + Tpuf ≈ 1.8603 ms

Note: In the scheme proposed by Chattaraj et al. [28], a t-degree polynomial necessitates t modular multiplications and t modular additions, denoted as
Tpoly = tTmul + tTma. Here, we assume t = 1000.
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TABLE IV: Comparison of communication costs

Scheme Number of messages Total cost (bits)

Chattaraj et al. [28] (V2CH) 3 2464

Chattaraj et al. [28] (CH2RSU) 3 2560

Chattaraj et al. [28] (RSU2CS) 3 1376

Vangala et al. [29] (V2CH) 2 1856

Vangala et al. [29] (CH2RSU) 3 2400

Ever [30] 6 5344

Ali et al. [31] 3 3424

Wazid et al. [36] (V2CH) 3 2208

Wazid et al. [36] (CH2RSU) 3 2016

BASF-ITS (V2CH) 2 1504

BASF-ITS (CH2RSU) 2 1504

TABLE V: Comparison of security and functionality features
Features Chattaraj et al. [28] Vangala et al. [29] Ever [30] Ali et al. [31] Wazid et al. [36] BASF-ITS
FE1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓
FE2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓
FE3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FE4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FE5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FE6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FE7 ✓ ✓ × × ✓ ✓
FE8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FE9 × × × × ✓ ✓
FE10 ✓ ✓ × × ✓ ✓
FE11 ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: ✓: denotes the availability of features; × : indicates the feature not
available

than the other relevant state-of-the-art schemes with the excep-
tion of the scheme of Ali et al. [31]. Despite requiring higher
computational cost compared to the scheme proposed by Ali
et al. (2020) [31], our scheme provides a broader range of
functionality and enhanced security features (refer to Table V).

B. Communication cost

To estimate the communication cost of our proposed
BASF-ITS, we have made the following assumptions
in order to calculate the communication cost. We con-
sider the sizes in bit-length of random numbers, pseudo-
identities, associative data, authentication parameters, times-
tamps, hash function, and elliptic curve points to be
128, 128, 128, 128, 32, 256, and 320 bits, respectively. In the
V2CH case of BASF-ITS, the communication costs for
two messages msgV V1 : {CT1,MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} and
msgV V2 : {CT2,MAC3, TSVj} demand (448 + 128 + 320 +
32) = 928 bits and (416 + 128 + 32) = 576 bits, respectively,
which altogether need 1504 bits. Similarly, in the CH2RSU
case of BASF-ITS, the communication costs for two mes-
sages msgV R1 : {CT1,MAC1, RBVi , TSVi} and msgV R2 :
{CT2,MAC3, TSRSUk

} demand (448 + 128 + 320 + 32) =
928 bits and (416 + 128 + 32) = 576 bits, respectively, which
altogether need 1504 bits. The communication costs of BASF-
ITS (V2CH and CH2RSU) and other competing schemes are
compared and summarized in Table IV, demonstrating that
BASF-ITS requires less communication costs than the other
state-of-the-art schemes.

C. Storage cost

The proposed BASF-ITS framework stores a total of five
authentication-related parameters, namely {CTVi

,MACVi
,

rnVi
, CVi

, QVi
}, in addition to the functions h(·) and PUF (·),

as well as the system parameters {GF,P}. Notably, in all

TABLE VI: Comparison of storage costs

Scheme Cost (bits)

Chattaraj et al. [28] 960

Vangala et al. [29] 640

Ever [30] 800

Ali et al. [31] 800

Wazid et al. [36] 1280

BASF-ITS 992

competing authentication schemes, the system parameters
and functions necessitate minimal memory and are stored
within the smart card. Hence, our analysis and compari-
son efforts are centered solely on the storage aspects of
authentication-related parameters. The storage cost of our
proposed BASF-ITS framework, which includes the parame-
ters {CTVi ,MACVi , rnVi , CVi , QVi} is calculated as follows:
{288 + 128 + 128 + 128 + 320} = 992 bits. In comparison,
the storage costs (in bits) of other authentication schemes
are as follows: Chattaraj et al. [28]: 960 bits, Vangala et al.
[29]: 640 bits, Ever [30]: 800 bits, Ali et al. [31]: 800 bits, and
Wazid et al. [36]: 1280 bits. To provide a clear comparison,
the storage costs of our proposed BASF-ITS framework and
the competing schemes are presented in Table VI. The results
clearly demonstrate that BASF-ITS outperforms Wazid et al.
[36] in terms of storage efficiency. It is worth mentioning that
the higher storage cost of BASF-ITS is justified by the fact
that it offers enhanced security and functionality features, as
indicated in Table V.

D. Security and functionality features comparison

Table V summarises the comparison of the proposed BASF-
ITS and the other competing schemes based on the set
of eleven functionality and security features, namely, FE1:
mutual authentication; FE2: key agreement; FE3: resilience
against device (vehicle/RSU) physical capture attack; FE4:
replay attack; FE5: MitM attack; FE6: impersonation attacks;
FE7: ESL attack; FE8: DoS attack; FE9: anonymity and
untraceability preservation; FE10: support blockchain solu-
tion; and FE11: dynamic node addition phase. It is worth
mentioning that our proposed BASF-ITS and the schemes of
Chattaraj et al. [28], Vangala et al. [29], and Wazid et al. [36]
support blockchain solutions. However, BASF-ITS renders
more functionality and higher security.

The results of this section reveal the superior performance of
BASF-ITS, owing to its adept incorporation of various efficient
cryptographic primitives. BASF-ITS strategically amalgamates
hash functions, XOR operator, ASCON, ECC, and PUF, which
collectively play a pivotal role in fortifying the security and
functionality features of the proposed AKA schemes. This
combination not only enhances security but also bolsters
the efficiency of the system. Moreover, the integration of
blockchain technology within BASF-ITS acts as a robust
safeguard, ensuring the protection of data at rest from po-
tential tampering attempts. These design strategies, in con-
junction with blockchain utilization, contribute significantly to
heightened security and efficiency. Consequently, BASF-ITS
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surpasses competing schemes in communication, computation,
and storage costs, showcasing its superior performance and
resilience.

E. Critical discussion

Within the ITS environment, multiple entities engage in
communication through public channels, rendering them sus-
ceptible to a wide range of security vulnerabilities. In response
to these critical security concerns, our proposed framework,
BASF-ITS, emerges as a robust solution specifically designed
to safeguard data during transit within the ITS environment.
This is achieved by amalgamating efficient cryptographic
primitives, such as hash functions, XOR operator, ASCON,
ECC, and PUF, into our AKA schemes, showcasing its re-
silience against potential security threats. The incorporation
of the PUF trait provides an additional layer of security, safe-
guarding against physical attacks on smart vehicles and RSUs.
In addition to the transit security, our framework strategically
ensures data integrity and protection on cloud servers through
the application of blockchain technology. The immutable
and decentralized nature of the blockchain effectively shields
data at rest from any tampering attempts. The BASF-ITS
framework presents a comprehensive and reliable approach
to fortify the overall system security during both data transit
and storage, making it an ideal choice for data protection in
smart vehicular environments. Our research demonstrates the
practicality of deploying the proposed solution as a robust tool
to efficiently address the security challenges within the ITS
domain. Additionally, the proposed framework stands out due
to its lightweight and efficient characteristics, enabling facile
deployment in various ITS applications and other resource-
constrained environments.

BASF-ITS can be easily implemented as a robust tool for
securing ITSs in the real world. Nevertheless, it is impera-
tive to acknowledge that for the proposed framework to be
operational, the participating entities, including vehicles and
roadside units, must possess PUF-enabled capabilities. Our
future work includes conducting a dedicated investigation into
the sensitivities of key parameters in our proposed scheme
to gain deeper insights into its behavior and performance
under varied conditions, contributing to a more comprehensive
understanding of its adaptability, robustness, and limitations.
Furthermore, we recognize that systems equipped with higher
computational capabilities hold the potential to reduce com-
putation time, making this aspect critical for consideration in
real-world deployment scenarios. As part of our future work,
we intend to encompass specific network parameters, such as
P2P network link delay, byzantine ratio, and other network
traits, in our simulations. These parameters significantly in-
fluence the overall performance of a blockchain system. By
addressing these factors, our future work aims to provide a
more comprehensive evaluation of BASF-ITS under diverse
network conditions.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article has proposed a blockchain-assisted lightweight
authenticated key agreement security framework for smart
vehicles-enabled intelligent transportation system, called

BASF-ITS. BASF-ITS effectively addresses the critical issue
of data security during transit through its incorporation of
cleverly combined cryptographic primitives, including hash
functions, XOR operator, ASCON, elliptic curve cryptography,
and physical unclonable function (PUF). The integration of the
PUF trait emerges as a pivotal strength, empowering smart
vehicles and RSUs to proactively defend against physical
attacks and thwart tampering attempts, significantly enhancing
the overall system security. Our successful integration of
blockchain technology into the framework provides a robust
safeguard against tampering attempts on data at rest when
stored on cloud servers, adding an essential layer of security
and further fortifying the reliability and strength of BASF-
ITS. Theoretical analysis verifies that BASF-ITS demonstrates
resilience against various potential security attacks. Moreover,
BASF-ITS offers enhanced security and additional functional-
ity traits, such as anonymity, untraceability, and physical secu-
rity. Notably, the framework exhibits exceptional performance
in resource-constrained environments, surpassing numerous
relevant state-of-the-art schemes in terms of computation,
communication, and storage costs. In future work, we aim to
devise a security and privacy-aware handover authentication
scheme for a blockchain-enabled intelligent transportation
system to address the reauthentication problem in the IoV en-
vironment. Additionally, we will configure pragmatic network
scenarios to evaluate the performance in terms of throughput
and average delay, further validating the effectiveness and
applicability of BASF-ITS in real-world settings.
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